The Revolutionary approach to organizational resilience
ORGANIC agility empowers and supports leaders facing complex challenges
in digital and agile transitions, market uncertainty, or culture evolution

A capability-based leadership
model that focuses on the three
dimensions of situation, behavior
and culture.

Scaffolding for organizations to
evolve to continuously improve
through five key principles

A set of analog and digital tools, to
help companies attain and improve
their organizational resilience.

Workshops & trainings 2 levels of accreditation

The 5 Principles of
ORGANIC agility

ORGANIC agility Tools

ORGANIC agility Foundations:
Leadership & Organization

1. Increase Cultural
Awareness and Coherence

Organizational Scan™

During the two-day
Foundations workshop, we
analyze current market
challenges, understand
leadership and decision
making, highlight value ﬂow and the
importance of organizational culture.
(Results in CAL-E, T & O from Scrum
Alliance. More information here)

Understand your organizational
culture and how to create coherence
based on shared principles without
losing diversity

ORGANIC agility Advanced:
Leadership & Strategy for
Change
This three-day course
focuses on the 3 main topics.
Organization, Strategy for
Change and Leadership
(Results in CAL II Certiﬁcation from
Scrum Alliance. More information
here)

Scan for details and
schedule of workshops
and trainings near you

2. Situational Decision
Making
Create a common and transparent
framework for decision-making
processes that adapts to each speciﬁc
context

3. Focus on Value Creation
Find out what your customers actually
need and how to get it to them

4. Validating Changes in
Small Increments
Acknowledge your strengths and base
your strategy on validated experiments
to safely move towards your goals

5. Optimize Flow
Remove the costs of excessive
coordination by distributing control

info@organic-agility.com

OrgScan in short, uses the patented
SenseMaker®
In order to discover the culture and
processes that can lead you to
becoming a more resilient
organization, you need
to start from an
understanding of
where you are right
now. The OrgScan
gives you the status
Scan for more
quo on which to base
your strategy.

Agile Strategy Map™
It embodies the principles of
ORGANIC agility
It allows you to place your goal at the
center of your strategic planning,
understand how to
maintain your gains,
and safely test multiple
factors to discover
what will bring you
success in the future.
Scan for more

www.organic-agility.com

